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Name: James

E. Fisher

Rank: Corporal
Service Number: A 525
Born: November 9, 1918, Chatham, Ontario
Discharged: February 12, 1946
Served in: WW II
Service: Canadian Army
Battle group: 2

nd

Canadian Armoured Brigade
th

Regiment: First Hussars - 6 Canadian Armoured Regiment
Service Details: Joined First Hussars August 1940. Trained in armoured warfare in Canada and

Great Britain. As part of “B” Squadron, his floating duplex drive (DD tank) “Bad Boy,” came
ashore on D-Day, June 6, 1944. Corporal Fisher fought through the entire campaign, from
France to Germany.
Service Notes: “B” Squadron landed east of Courseulles-sur-Mer harbour on “Nan Green”

beach in support of the Regina Rifles. During the run in to the beach through rough seas, it
was decided to land the tanks on the beach. When conditions improved close to shore, with
all their underwater breathing apparatus now discarded, it was decided to launch instead.
All nineteen tanks were successfully launched but, only fourteen made it to shore.
Squadron Commander Maj. Duncan’s tank “Bold” was one which sank. It is now part of the
beach War Memorial to the First Hussars, retrieved from the Chanel in 1970.
On June 11, “B” Squadron was badly shot-up by well placed and concealed German antitank fire. On that day 45 First Hussars made the ultimate sacrifice.
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James E. Fisher, Personal History: Before, during and after war.
James E. Fisher was born in Chatham, Ontario, on November 9, 1918, just two
days before the end of WWI, the war to end all wars. Due to family circumstances
(his father KIA, WWI) Jim as he was known , was raised in various households but
always near his devoted mother, Florence Lapointe, who would become a well
known nurse in and about the Chatham area.
Influenced by his mother, Jim began at an early age to
use his God-given talents, pursuing a career as a tool
and die maker with Mueller Bros. in Sarnia. It was
fortuitous for the First Hussars that Jim acquired this
skill because early in the war when the First Hussars
transferred from horses to tanks, they sought out men
with skills in metal fabrication; they soon found Jim
and recruited him. He was enlisted in August 1940 and
became: Trooper J. E. Fisher, A 525
Trooper Fisher underwent the initial
early training in Camp Borden,
rumbling about in WWI tanks, wore
outdated uniforms and fired antique
weapons of wars past, finally sailing
off to England with the Regiment in
late 1941 to protect the country
against invasion. It was a cruel blow
that as a reward he and his mates were housed in cold, drafty Willems Barracks
built for Wellington’s army eons before. Colds and even pneumonia were
common ailments that winter, so much so that on his first pay parade he was
docked $1.00 for a – Burial Blanket! AWL was out of the question for everyone
because it was a long swim back home to Canada. (Barracks later in war used to
house POW.)
The Regiment’s routine for the next two and a half years, from 1942 to June 1944,
was one of training, followed by more and more of the same. As the war evolved
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the equipment needed to counter the enemy changed too. Those cute little WWI
tanks back in Borden gave way to more robust versions which presented a
constant challenge to master their intricacies, learning how to operate them with
such precision you could instinctively better the enemy’s deadly fire and live
another day.
The tank training was varied somewhat Jim remembers, when some tankers were
trained as parachutists, anything to relieve the boredom of repetition. The big
surprise for the Hussars and ultimately for the Germans, was the Duplex Drive
tank, commonly referred to as the “DD” tank, a floating 35 ton miracle. The idea
was to launch tanks off the shore and have them power themselves to the beach,
trusting their armour and powerful guns to eliminate the deadly enemy
opposition ahead of the infantry following up behind. This tactic worked to
varying degrees, defeated mostly by sea and weather conditions disrupting the
landing schedule.
Tankers are trained to fight on land
except in a DD tank you are first a
sailor floating on the sea and maybe
even a submariner if you sank. This
underwater possibility gave rise to a
devious training scheme: five men, a
standard Sherman tank crew, were
issued with oxygen bottles, complete
with instructions, loaded into a tank
situated on a barge outfitted with a large crane, the hatches were closed and the
tank and crew lowered into the water allowing it to fill. In the dark, surrounded by
water, the crew donned their oxygen equipment, forced open the turret hatch
then all five scrambled though the dark water to exit out and hopefully float to
the surface. This treatment may have unnerved some tankers into requesting a
transfer. There is no record to substantiate any guess. (The early Shermans only
had one turret hatch. The driver’s and co-driver’s hatches were sealed shut.)
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On D-Day, June 6, 1944, the floating tanks
were quickly engaged while still
approaching the beach. Enemy fire power
consisted of 75mm and 50mm guns plus six
machine
guns
firing
from
open
emplacements and concrete bunkers. The
enemy put up a good fight, killing and
wounding many Hussars caught on the
beach. When the German gun crews refused to surrender, a pipe was rigged from
the tank exhaust into their bunker; the Hussars literally “smoked out” the enemy
that day. Corporal Fisher received a superficial facial injury, but not disabled when
his tank was hit by shell fire. He survived the war basically unscathed despite
losing two tanks to enemy fire; only one crew member was badly burned and put
out of action. Shermans were euphemistically known as “Ronsons,” named after
the popular cigarette lighters of the day, because they flamed up so easily.

Canine, friend, hero!

The army might try to instill in a soldier’s mind that
his rifle is his best friend, when the shooting began,
who was to argue? Harry Truman, American
President 1945-53, once said that, “If a man wanted
a friend in Washington – get a dog!” These two
pieces of advice can become inclusive in war time.
Training far from home in a setting quite unlike the
one they had left in Canada, men of the Hussars
found ways of reconnecting; one such way was
finding a dog, an unofficial Regimmental mascot
they quickly named after the best known general at
that time, General Montgomery: the dog became
their new “Monty.”

There is a story, probably true, that Monty was taken from England to the
Continent under sedation in a kitbag. However he got there dosen’t really matter
because his presence soon became more than just a friendly distraction, he saved
lives! The Germans soon developed the habit of sneaking into our lines at night to
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try bayoneting any exhausted sleeping Hussar they could find, but first they had
to bypass Monty. Any strange noise Monty heard was challenged by a low growl,
Grrrrrr, alerting the sleeping crew of danger. Good dog Monty!
Monty made the rounds between the rear echelon and the fighting tank crews.
He was mostly under the charge of “B” Squadron, sometimes riding and sleeping
in the tanks even when it was remembered - while they were in action with all
guns firing! Before crossing the Rhine he was given to a trustworthy Dutch family
and that is where his story with the First Hussars ends. Nevertheless, he deserves
special Regimental recognition, a true example of man’s best friend.
In today’s world, troops serving overseas have connections to back home through
readily available phones and emails; during WWII each Hussar was allowed only
two phone calls to Canada plus the mail if the ship wasn’t sunk by enemy
submarines. Fortunately, young soldiers craving friendly, human contact,
encountered young girls who were impressed by the Canadians friendliness and
all their money, readily spent for dances and other romantic moments. It must
have worked because the tally for Canadian war brides coming to Canada is:
47,783 along with 21,950 children.
While training in Gloucester England, Jim met Mary
Pinchin, a war time factory worker, b. December 17,
1921. Somewhat lost in a strange city, he stopped to
ask directions from a pretty girl waiting for a bus and,
that’s all there was to it - Cupid’s arrow did the rest.
Unfortunately at war’s end, Jim was returned to
Canada starting from Belgium then forced to quickly
pass through England and miss his intended. No
matter, he returned to Gloucester and married his
sweetheart on April 17, 1947. War and romance, just
like the movies! Beginning life together in Canada
after the war, the newly married couple were
blessed with two daughters, Margaret and Virginia.
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When the First Hussars converted from cavalry to armour, they disposed of their
cavalry equipment including their swords. Upon arriving in London to join the
Regiment, Jim bought a sword which he proceeded to carry with him throughout
the entire war, hiding it in his kit bag; apparently no one knew this little secret of
his. On the Regiment’s 2014 D-Day weekend, celebrated at Wolseley Barracks, Jim
presented his well travelled sword to the Regiment’s museum. Thank you Jim!
With the war over and discharged back onto civvy street, Jim found
himself on the streets of Chatham with $26.00 in his pocket and an
uncertain future. Encouraged by his mother’s advice and
confidence that Jim could be a success if he tried, and once
married to English bride Mary, they both started a new life in
Toronto, Jim working as a Province wide supervisor for J.I. Case, an
American farm implement manufacturer. A responsible management position
demands commitment and sacrifice, often away from home for long periods of
time, more in fact than Jim was ultimately prepared to give.
Back in Wallaceburg his mother, an accomplished nurse, was operating a Rest
Home, a forerunner of today’s long-term care facilities. Mrs. Lapointe’s poor
health threatened the home’s survival, a situation which opened Jim’s eyes to the
future of seniors care in Ontario. If nothing else Jim is a risk taker; he reckoned if
he could survive battles overseas, what’s one more? To that end he built the
Lapointe-Fisher Nursing Home in Wallaceburg. Recognising the quality care
offered there, the Ontario Government afforded this facility with the first and
only OHIP grant.
Jim Fisher’s nursing home background inspired him and six others in 1959 to
found a group which today operates as the Ontario Long Term Care Association.
They are Canada’s largest care providers representing 70% of 630 long-term care
homes in Ontario and 70,000 residents.
May I say on behalf of all seniors extending to those who will live to be one –
thanks Jim, not only for your post war contribution to the elderly going forward,
we also thank you for risking your life as a young man to eliminate tyranny in
1939-45.
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Reflections on the war and other stories related by Jim on April 9, 2017.
*Shortly after D-Day Jim and friend
Chester “Chas” Neilands, while taking
cover and relaxing under a bridge,
began to reflect on their chances of
surviving the war. The years of training
hadn’t prepared them for the violent
crash of live combat, they were shaken
by all the death and destruction
Chas & Jim
already witnessed in only a few short
days. As they sat there contemplating their survival chances, an upswelling of
unselfishness overcame them, their minds travelled back to love ones in Canada
who would be praying for them; shouldn’t they know how distance is no obstacle
for love to travel? The folks back home must know how a soldier in combat faced
with a possibility of death, can still put aside all this terror to appreciate the love
transcending between them. At that point these two now newly seasoned
veterans made a pact: they would each write a letter for their respective family,
exchange them with the intention that if he was killed, the survivor would send
along the letter. Fortunately, neither letter was ever sent.
*One letter that was sent back home displays how war can’t destroy a soldier’s
sense of humanity even for his enemy. Jim came upon a dead German soldier
who had on his person a card he had written to his family in Germany. The card
was eventually sent to the family who gratefully began correspondence with Jim
and his family after the war.
*Training can only carry a soldier so far. When suddenly exposed to combat for
the first time, they soon realised it was a case of “learning on the job.” At day’s
end with the tanks back in harbour configuration for the night, the rule followed
much resembled an old tried and true Navy axiom: “One hand for the ship and
one hand for yourself.” The first order of business was to dig trenches for
protection, a must as any infantry man can tell you. Any sense of safety from shot
and shell could be shattered at any time with the trench, deeply dug, as their only
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refuge. That job complete, all attention was turned to tank maintenance and
resupply of ammunition and fuel, ready for tomorrow’s advance and battle.
Diving under a tank for protection was only practised when the chips were down.
At night this 35 tons of armour protection was frowned upon for sleeping cover
because of its weight coupled to the uncertainty of the ground underneath. There
were cases when men were squashed to death lying exhausted on marshy
ground, unaware until too late of their mistake. The right place for a “kip” was in
a trench dug alongside of the tank where easy and quick access was gained at a
moment’s notice. Others learned the hard way that sleeping in grain fields where
your presence from enemy eyes might be secured but, they were also invisible to
advancing tanks and vehicles of all types, friend and foe. Total relaxing on the
battlefield was an elusive refuge.
*One famous story that Hussar veterans were fond of recalling at various
gatherings over the years, more than adequately demonstrated the comradeship
which regimental life over a period of time, in the Hussar case this could mean at
least four years, involved two men: one saved from possible execution and his
committed mate who saved his life.
When a tank was knocked out, often setting it alight like a “Ronson” lighter, the
crew had to bail out and take their chances exposed to the enemy committed to
killing them or extending some degree of humanity as they felt appropriate under
the circumstances. Execution was too often meted out especially to the wounded.
On June 11, 1944, still memorialised today as the Hussars’ “Black Day,” especially
for “B” Squadron, two corporals, Roy J. Shire and James J. Floyd, emerged from
their knocked-out tank only to be taken prisoners. Corporal Shire unfortunately
was wounded in the hip and naturally feared for his life when the long trek to a
prisoner of war camp in Germany beckoned, a trek he knew he couldn’t make.
Realising the situation and to Shire’s rescue came his mate Corporal Floyd who
hauled Shire onto his back and away they both went.
Over the ensuing miles Floyd trudged on all the while disregarding Shire’s
pleading, he concerned no doubt for his buddy’s health and well being, wanted to
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be dropped to take his chances alone. No deal! They both safely arrived at the
German camp to survive as POW’s until war’s end.

Cpls Floyd & Shire

*The battlefield was a dangerous place even when relatively peaceful. Despite
these moments away from the din of battle, nothing could be trusted at face
value. The innocence of a farm gate, a homey doorway, a child’s toy or the
enticement of a found bottle of wine, the possibility that anything could be
booby-trapped meant total relaxation was impossible. Days, weeks, extending to
months of combat without complete relaxation, created tension and poor morale
that wasn’t easily forgotten, it totally built up within each man.
A day when out of action, when there should have been rest and relaxation for
the weary crews, often instead it consisted of filling a truck with the bodies of
your dead buddies or the dead of your enemy, all tossed together for transport to
a mass grave then with that horrible task done, it was back again onto the
wretched field of battle to fill another load. How much gore can a human being
withstand? The answer after the war was answered too many times.
Today the war’s mental carryover brought home as Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder, is well known but only just recently. In wars past a man was simply
discharged back onto civvy street to carry on – to get a life. Jim knows of too
many of his mates who later in life, quite unexpectedly, died by suicide. Back
home at war’s end, Jim went into his garage where he kept an old rifle, he took it
off its rack and smashed it up. He was disgusted with war and all its relicts and
perhaps had some doubts about his own ability to overcome the after affects of
his war experiences.
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One post-war sad fact widely known by Hussars, who may have privately
ventured to reflect But for the Grace of God, go I, was learning that one of the
two corporals who survived a forced march to become a POW, eventually died by
suicide, years after his discharge back in Canada. Unfortunately, there were
others haunted by their horrendous war experience who couldn’t cope with life,
eventually selecting with little or no warning, death over life. The actual numbers
are difficult to tabulate because PTSD has no time factor, total damage might take
years to manifest in the final act of deliverance from pain.
*The prospects of a quick and clean death in battle was to a trainee a possibility.
Throughout their youth were stories and pictures of WWI gore and then while in
Britain about them lay real evidence of death and destruction. But after landing
on Juno they were no longer naïve greenhorns fresh in from Canada looking at
war from afar, this was real war - their war, where the tension began to build as
they were jolted into reality after surviving their baptism of deadly fire. Unable to
relax the tension spring wound tighter by the day while dodging booby-traps,
gathering the mangled dead for a quick burial, encountering buddies so obviously
executed; all this created feelings of retribution. The Bible states that “Vengeance
is mine; I will repay, saith the Lord.” It was from this Christian background that
our troops joined the fight but soon, after witnessing so much degradation, the
mind buckles to violent urges which in turn created more tension because it
wasn’t normal; they were fighting the enemy from without while suppressing
frightening urges that built up within. Imagine if you will how you might react
after encountering a Canadian soldier with his arms tied back around a tree,
squatting on the ground squeezing between his knees a live grenade? Jim and his
crew saved such a victim from this cruelty.
This is a brief outline of a soldier’s wartime experience he brought home and for
years wouldn’t talk about, even to think about these horrors was too much for
some struggling to regain a so-called normal peace time life. Too many became
peacetime war casualties.
*At some point while rumbling across Europe in his Sherman tank, Jim like so
many other soldiers when time and circumstances allowed, came across war
souvenirs which with caution, ever mindful of booby traps, they latched onto and
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if they were lucky to survive the war, they brought
them home. Jim’s lucky find was a Nazi flag, black
swastika and all. His mother already mentioned
above as an accomplished nurse and business
woman, from that flag she created a quilt, hand
stitching around the centre the names of Jim’s
troop. This war relict hangs prominently in the First
Hussar Museum today.

Medals:
1939-1945 Star
France and Germany Star
Defense Medal
Canadian Voluntary Service Medal
War Medal 1939-1945

Post War Honorary Medal:
National Order of the Legion of Honour
(France)
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